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Portraits of Jesus
A Study of the Gospel of Mark
by Gary Fisher

Instructions:
Please take all courses in order as listed on our home page (the computer
will ask!). If you have not done all the lessons of previous courses, please
click here to go to the beginning.
If you have not already done so, save this lesson to your computer using the "save"
feature of your browser or PDF reader. Then print out the lesson (or at least open it in
your browser or PDF reader offline - not on the Internet). Read the lesson and study
in your Bible the passages indicated >>> Scripture <<<. Following each
passage, study each question that has a number enclosed in asterisks (*1*, *2*, etc.), and
write down your answers on paper. Some questions include more than one
number because they have more than one blank to fill in. ("Think" questions should be
carefully considered for your own benefit, but your answers will not be submitted to us.)
Please take your time, study each passage carefully, answer the questions honestly, and
consider the applications to your own life (John 12:48; 2 Tim. 2:15).
When you have studied the whole lesson and written down answers to all the indicated
questions, return to the menu for this course on our web site at
www.BibleStudyLessons.com and click on the link for the answer quiz for this lesson
(or simply click on the link at the end of this lesson). Follow the directions to submit
your answers and receive your grade. You will then be given an opportunity to see the
correct answers to the questions. Please save this lesson and the correct answers for
future reference.
Then move on to the next lesson or the next course in order. Please study all lessons
in all courses in order as listed in the menus on our web site.
Thank you for your interest, and God bless your study of His word.

Jesus Teaches in Parables
Lesson 3

Parable of the Sower
>>> Read Mark 4:1-20. <<<
Please read this story in your Bible before studying the lesson. Jesus frequently taught in
parables. A parable is a story with a spiritual application. Here, Jesus described a farmer
who went out to sow seed in his field. Naturally, as he went along scattering it with his
hand, the seed fell onto different types of ground. The harvest depended on the kind of
soil where the seed fell.
The disciples did not understand what Jesus meant, so they asked Him to explain. Jesus
described four types of people who hear the word of the gospel. The first type is like
hard-packed soil. These hard-hearted people do not let the word penetrate into their
life; they reject it immediately because they have closed their mind. The second type is
like seed sown in rocky places. The idea here is of a thin layer of topsoil covering a large
rock. When seed is sown in such a place, it will germinate and grow in the shallow soil,
but it will not develop deep roots. When the sun comes out and it doesn't rain for a few
days, the plant will wither and die. This represents a person who eagerly receives the
word, but doesn't develop roots through faith and Bible study. This person will not have
the ability to withstand the temptations and persecutions that come along in life. Third,
Jesus described the thorny soil. In this ground, the plant is overshadowed by taller
weeds which suffocate fruit production. This soil symbolizes people who receive the
word and although they allow it to continue in their lives, permit competing interests to
dwarf it. These other influences may not be bad things in themselves, but they dominate
the person's life so much that the seed can't bear fruit. Finally, Jesus described good soil
in which plants bear abundant fruit. This soil represents Christians who are diligent in
the service of God.
Note -- Which soil are you? Everyone has a place in the parable of the sower. Jesus
wants us to evaluate which type of soil we are. 1) Hopefully, we won't be the hardened,
wayside soil. If we are, we will close our mind to the truth and refuse to allow the
gospel to penetrate our heart and change our life. 2) Perhaps we'll be the rocky soil. On
the surface we appear to be growing and serving the Lord enthusiastically. But we
aren't deepening our roots through faith, through study and through a deeper
personal relationship with Jesus Christ. When times become tough, we will fall away
and others will marvel, because on the surface it looked like we were doing so well. 3)
If we end up being the thorny soil, we will continue to "be a Christian," but our life will
be dominated by other activities and we will never have much time or attention to
share with spiritual concerns. This is probably the most subtle danger, because the
plant in thorny soil never completely falls away. As a result, we can soothe our

conscience and believe that we are still doing OK, when in fact, we aren't bearing fruit.
4) Ideally, we will be the good soil that bears the fruit of righteousness for the Lord.
Note -- Meditations on the seed: Jesus explained that the seed represents the word
of God (Luke 8:11). There are many lessons that can be learned by the analogy
between seed and the word. For example, seed always produces after its kind. That is,
rice seed always produces rice plants, corn seed produces corn plants, and pumpkin
seed pumpkin plants. There are no exceptions. By the plant that results, one can
determine what seed was planted. So it is in the spiritual realm. When the pure word
of God is planted, the resulting plants are Christians. When you end up with other
things--say Buddhists, Mormons, or Jehovah's Witnesses, you know that something
besides the word of God was planted. To produce a Buddhist, you must plant the
teachings of Buddha. To get a Mormon, the book of Mormon and the teachings of the
Mormon church must be planted. Jehovah's Witnesses are formed by planting the
teachings of their organizational headquarters, the Watchtower Society. What would
happen if you merely planted the Scriptures, without mixing in any other teachings?
Seed never changes. It would be theoretically possible to eliminate pumpkin plants
from the face of the earth. Yet if pumpkin seeds were preserved, someone many years
later could plant them, and again produce pumpkins. So also in Christ. The seed is the
word of God (1 Peter 1:23-25). Even if there had not been servants of Christ on the
earth for a long time, when people returned to following the Bible only, they would
become Christians. Our goal should be to reproduce pure disciples of Christ in the
twentieth century, just like they were in the first.
*1* What is a parable? Answer: A parable is a physical story with a ______ application.
*2* What kind of soil did Jesus describe? (a) wayside soil, (b) stony soil, (c) thorny soil,
(d) good soil, (e) all of these. Answer: ______.
*3* What does the seed represent? Answer: It represents the ______ of God.
*4* What does the wayside soil represent? Answer: It represents people whose hearts
are hardened, so that Satan takes the ______ from their hearts.
*5* The rocky soil represents people who do well for a while, but then fall away because
of what? a) hardened hearts, b) tribulation or persecution, c) too much Bible study, d)
all the preceding. Answer ______.
*6* Is it possible for a person who has received the word to fall away (see also Galatians
5:4)? (yes or no) Answer: ______.
*7* In the thorny soil, the thorns represent what? a) hardened hearts, b) false doctrines,
c) cares of the world and deceit of riches, d) all the preceding. Answer: ______.
*8* What was the principal characteristic of the good soil (v20)? Answer: It bore
______, some thirtyfold, some sixty, and some a hundred.

*9* How does seed reproduce (see also Galatians 6:7)? Answer: Whatever a man sows,
that is what he will ______.
*10* What causes people to become members of various different religious groups?
Answer: They hear and accept the ______ taught by those groups.

Parable of the Lamp
>>> Read Mark 4:21-25. <<<
Jesus compared the Word of God to a lamp. It would be useless to buy a lamp, and then
stick it under a bed. After all, a lamp's purpose is to illuminate--if you can't see it, it does
no good at all. The Bible is a light. But it is useless if it remains closed on the bookshelf.
In order to receive profit, we must open it up and read it.
Although studying the Scriptures is essential, many read the Bible in vain, because they
don't read it correctly. It is significant that in the middle of a text stressing the
importance of hearing the word, Jesus emphasized the need to be careful how we hear
(4:24). The fact that people who read the Bible come to markedly different conclusions
about what it means demonstrates that many are not understanding it properly. Some
are careless and simply don't put much effort into their study. Others twist the
Scriptures intentionally, misinterpreting them to try to confirm the beliefs and practices
they have already determined to follow.
Note -- How to study the Bible: There are some common sense principles that can
help you understand the Scriptures as you study. First, learn to study in context. The
Bible has two main divisions: the Old Testament (first 39 books) and the New
Testament (last 27 books). The New Testament is the part that directly relates to us
today since it contains the teachings of Christ and the apostles. The Old Testament
gives the background of God's preparation of the Jewish nation for the coming of
Christ. These Testaments are subdivided into books (66 in all). It is probably best to
study book by book. This Bible course was designed to take a person through the
gospel of Mark step-by-step.
You need to concentrate on what you read in the Bible to be able to understand it. Since
each book is divided into chapters, it is helpful to approach your Bible study by
working with a chapter at a time. Read through the chapter two or three times. On the
first reading, work to simply discover what the chapter contains, but on the second
reading, you can begin to try to analyze the main points. Keep a notebook handy. Jot
down a note or two about the main ideas or events of the chapter. A notebook is a good
place to write down questions that arise as you study. Writing them down so that you
won't forget them allows you to progress in your study without getting sidetracked.
Later, you can search for the answers to these questions yourself, or you can ask
someone else to help you. Those who are mailing you these lessons would be happy to
try to help answer your Bible questions.
*11* What does the lamp in 4:21 represent? Answer: It represents the word of ______.

*12* When people do not study the Bible diligently enough, what will result? a) sin, b)
false teaching, c) ignorance, d) all the preceding. Answer: ______.

Parable of the Seed
>>> Read Mark 4:26-29. <<<
Jesus said that the kingdom of God was like a farmer who planted a seed. That night he
went to bed. The next morning he got up and tended to other responsibilities.
Meanwhile, the seed germinated, began to grow and finally bore fruit. Jesus was
teaching several things by this story. First, the one who plants the seed is not
responsible for its growth; that is, the one who teaches the gospel doesn't control the
growth of the word in the heart of the one who heard. Second, the growth of the word in
a person's life is gradual. One does not hear the Bible today and become a mature
Christian tomorrow. But if the hearer's heart is right he will allow the word to shape and
mold his life step-by-step so that he can become the kind of person God wants him to be.
*13* What part did the farmer play in the growth of the seed? Answer: He just planted
the ______.
*14* Who decides whether or not a person who hears the word will believe and obey it?
a) God decides for the person, b) the person who hears decides for himself, c) Satan
decides, d) no one decides. Answer: ______.

Parable of Mustard Seed
>>> Read Mark 4:30-34. <<<
Jesus said that the kingdom is like a mustard seed. The mustard seed is tiny, but grows
to be a great shrub. So also, God's kingdom began in a small way during the ministry of
an impoverished carpenter, Jesus, but gradually became a dominant world force.
Christians' efforts to work for the Lord's kingdom may seem insignificant, but God is
able to grow large mustard trees from tiny seeds.
*15* What is the lesson of the mustard seed parable? Answer: God's ______ began
small but would grow and become powerful.
When you have carefully studied this lesson and written down answers to
all the questions, click on this link to submit your answers.
© Copyright 1999, Gary Fisher
These lessons used by permission. Adaptations in the questions have been made by
David Pratte with the permission of the author.

Return to the Bible Study Lessons home page.
See our Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) if you have questions about this
site or about the author.
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